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Mega lucky player wins €3.3M mega jackpot on Mega Fortune slot at Mr 
Green. 
 
In a game of chance it feels like luck has found a place to call home. On Monday 4 September, a fortunate 
Mr Green player from Germany got to witness the wheels of casino slot Mega Fortune line up perfectly 
releasing the mega jackpot of €3.3M. 
 
Now it is sometimes said that some people are just born with luck. Mr Green is starting to think that perhaps it 
has more to do with your name. If your name is Jessica and you have been playing at Mr Green lately it seems 
you could have been a little bit luckier than the average. As communicated earlier this year a Swedish Mr 
Green player named Jessica managed to win not one but two big jackpots within 15 months.  
 
Earlier this week an ecstatic German Mr Green player managed to turn a €5 stake into a Mega Fortune jackpot 
of €3.3M, can you guess her name? 
 
"The jackpot win is surreal” jackpot winner Jessica says, continuing; “You cannot really describe those feelings 
in words. It´s like a special moment full of happiness. I couldn´t believe what happened in that moment and 
needed to ask my husband, what does this number mean and how many digits the amount have. Now we can 
realise our road trip through the USA, it’s a long-time dream coming true. Moreover, I want to invest money for 
my child. So he doesn’t need to worry about his future." 
 
Jesper Kärrbrink, CEO Mr Green Ltd, commented Jessica #2 winning; "It is exciting and a real pleasure to 
congratulate a player becoming a millionaire. I am happy to say I have had the pleasure of experiencing this a 
lot lately. With total jackpot pay-out so far this year of €10M it truly feels like Mr Green is the most lucky casino 
in the world right now.” 
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Mr Green Ltd is an online gaming company that offers online casino, sportsbook and live casino in twelve countries. Mr 
Green is an award-winning casino operator, named IGA Operator of the Year three consecutive years 2013, 2014, 2015 and 
Mobile Operator of the Year 2016. Mr Green Ltd is a fully owned subsidiary of the Swedish company Mr Green & Co AB, 
listed on Nasdaq Stockholm main market since 2016. 
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